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Address VTQ Videotronik GmbH 
Grüne Straße 2 
06268 Querfurt

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
You are looking for a professional partner for assembly of electronic boards? Take the easy route and ask us here at VTQ. We are the experts with
more than 40 years of expertise. VTQ Videotronik GmbH is a medium-sized company with more than 165 employees, founded in 1967. We are
producer of electronic boards for all kind of equipment and we are specialised in development, production and test of radio equipment. So we produce
our own wireless video-, audio and data transmission systems since more than 15 years. Our brands are well known in the world. Our production
facilities are state-of-the-art waiting to fulfil your requirements with utmost speed and flexibility.
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